Introduction 43
The human hand is a highly complex actuator and perhaps the most important and diverse tool we 44 use to interact with the environment. The hand is capable of both a powerful grip to push, pull, or
The glove was calibrated for each subject using a five-step procedure that allowed us to determine 134 two different angles (angle 1 and angle 2 ) for each of the sensors (Figure 3) : 135 The first position corresponded to 0° for all glove sensors ( Figure 3A ).
136
The second position defined an angle of 90° for all MCP sensors except for the thumb (Figure 3B ).
137
The third position determined the abduction angles of 30° between the middle and index finger and 138 between the little and ring finger, an angle of 20° between the ring and middle finger, and an angle of 139 90° between the index and thumb finger. 140 The fourth position defined an angle of 90° for all PIP sensors except for the thumb.
141
The fifth position corresponded to the angles for the thumb sensors: CMC (90°), MCP (45°) and IP 142 (90°) sensor.
143
The calibration procedure was further improved using an online visualization system. In our study, 144 a virtual human hand was rendered in OpenGL. The virtual hand was animated in real-time by data 145 from the glove ( Figure 3F ). Visualization of data was of great help during both calibration and data 146 acquisition processes. In the case of visually observed deviation between the 3D model and the actual 147 position of the hand, gain and offset were re-determined only for the sensors where deviation was 148 observed. Calibration parameters for each of the subjects had been stored in a separate file and loaded 149 before the experiments started. We also asked subjects, after completing the calibration procedure, to 150 again place their hand in the first position, so we could additionally check eventual discrepancies.
151
The average error across the sensors was 5±2 degrees. Collected data from the 15 sensors for each subject and each trial were stored to disk for offline 155 analysis using MatLab (MathWorks, Natick (MA)). Before further analysis, the data is smoothed 156 using a second-order Savitzky-Golay filter with a running window of five data points to remove components can explain most of the variability in the data (Faisal et al., 2010) . For example, 166 dimensionality reduction techniques can be illustrated by considering the index finger, which has 167 three joints controlled by five muscles. Describing the flexing behaviour of this finger requires a 168 priori three values ("dimensions"). For example, in specific movements like making a fist, as we flex 169 one joint of the index finger, we flex the other two joints at the same time in a highly coordinated 170 manner. Thus, we would require in principle a single dimension to describe the configuration of the 171 finger. PCA ignores the temporal structure of movements (in fact the results of PCA will be the same 172 if the data in each trial is randomly shuffled in time). Thus, correct classification relies on the sub-173 space of finger movement variability alone.
174
Tipping and Bishop found a probabilistic formulation of PCA by viewing it as a latent variable 175 problem, in which a d-dimensional observed data vector x can be described in terms of an m 176 dimensional latent vector, y:
where W is d x m matrix, is the data mean and is an independent Gaussian noise with a diagonal 178 covariance matrix I. The likelihood of observed data vector x is given as:
and Cov is the model covariance matrix given by the following formula:
W and σ are obtained by iterative maximization of log-likelihood of p: As a way to quantify manipulative complexity for a given number of PCs, we proposed a universally 188 applicable measure that allowed us to calculate and compare limb movements across different tasks. 189 We refer to it as manipulative complexity C, and define the measure by the following formula:
where N is the total number of PCs we consider. Our data space extends over a 15-dimensional 191 space, so if all PCs contribute equally that implies C=1, and C=0 if one PC explains all data 192 variability. Our complexity measure compares well with intuitive complexity estimates and it can be 6 thought of as a new assessment measure that is calculated after an objective mathematical analysis.
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For example, a simple behaviour, e.g. curling and uncurling a hand into a fist, would reveal a single 195 dominant principal component as all 5 fingers (and each finger's joint) move in a highly correlated 196 manner and therefore C would be close to 0. In contrast, a complex behaviour, such as expert typing 197 on a keyboard would reflect more uniform distribution of variances explained by principal 198 components, as each finger moves independently from the others, and so C would have a high value. Next, we simply predicted a task based on the one with the highest PPCA likelihood by employing 203 Bayesian classifier. In Bayesian statistics there are two important quantities: unobserved parameters 204 Ω j (j=1,…,17 different activities in our study) and observed data x (movement data). They are related 205 in the following way:
where P(Ω j |x), which is termed posterior, represents probability that testing data x belong to activity 208 Ω j . Prior, P(Ω j ), is simply given by the relative frequency of occurrence of each class in the training 209 set and we can ignore it here. Therefore probability of each class, given testing data, is equal to 210 likelihood P(x|Ω j ) (probability of seeing the data given the task) that is thoroughly explained in For data reconstruction, firstly we used linear regression to fit the data of missing joints as a 218 function of other joints and expressed results as the average difference between actual and predicted 219 values. Then, we employed the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm for PPCA in order to 220 estimate missing values and at the same time to determine the right subspace dimension. In the EM 221 approach for PPCA, we considered the latent variables y n to be 'missing' data and the 'complete' 222 data to encompass the observations together with these latent variables (Tipping and Bishop, 1999) .
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The corresponding complete-data log-likelihood is given as: Then we calculated the expectation (E-step) of L C :
In the M-step, L C was maximized with respect to W and ϭ 2 :
These equations were iterated until the algorithm was judged to have converged. 9 290
Reconstruction of missing limbs' movements by decoding movements of remaining limbs 291 292
Next, we investigated the predictability of a subset of joint movements in respect of the movements 293 of other joints. Or in other words, if part of a limb is missing, how well can we predict what those 294 missing parts should be doing by only observing the intact, remaining limb parts. This is of 295 fundamental interest in prosthetic control. We focused particularly on cases where data had been 296 acquired with sensors that measure the bending around the MCP or the PIP joints of the four missing 297 fingers. First, we applied linear regression in the case of missing values from the MCP joints ( Figure   298 7A) and the PIP joints ( Figure 7B) for each of the four fingers separately. The error we got, measured 299 as absolute difference between predicted and actual joint values and averaged across all tasks, 300 showed the best linear predictability for the middle and ring fingers in both examined cases. Overall 301 predictability rate was high regarding movement range (90 °) for each of the considered joints and 302 variability of tasks. Then, we applied an EM algorithm for PPCA to infer the un-observed, invisible 303 joints in the case of missing data from the MCP sensors. Figure 7C shows obtained results with 304 reference to the number of PPCA components. Here the best results were also acquired for the middle 
